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-:.ENGLISH.-TEACHING INFORMATIOWTENTRE

ON ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING PROFILE
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COUNTRY: Arab RepUtilic of EgyptN
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1. Role of English\ .-.

English is the m in f reign language' taught and used in Egypt and,otts usefulness

int7rnationally itics, eduutio and commerce is fully recognised. The
authorities have become aware that ..satisfy th'se needs adequately school and

universitsyllabuses need revision, etter textbooks are required, the quality

4 of teachers and tnaching must be improved and particular attention must be
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paid to the teaching of English for special purpoSes."

1.1 English is the medium of instruction in only a small number of
fee-paying schools, 8in'Odiro and 5 in Alexandria, formerly ruion
British lines' with British staff and still supported to some 'extent

bytvartous Trusts. These schools are influential because their pupils
include the children of persons prominent in the Government, busineSs"

and the professions. The largest numbers are fpund in the primary
departments. English is normally the medium pf instruction in some
areas of higher education nothbly at the university stage in Medicine,

pharmacy; dentistry, science-, veterinary sCience,.engineerin and

_architecture. Nurses are.also taught in English at the Higher ursing

Institutes. The quality of this teaching is declining hoWever, and

lecturers resort to an increasing amount of explanation in Ara ic.

1.2 In univetsity departmentp where English is not the medium pf
instruction, e.g history, archaeoldgy, geography and commerce, it:is

often .used as. a study langUage: English reference's are consulted and

4
postgr to theses will include

A
at least an outline written in

Englis

1.3 English is not widely used as a medidm of communication among
the general public. MostEgywtian* who have received a secondary
school education can Say a few words in English, but the Englishof
thosjw recently graduated tends to be of a lower standard than that
of Arlier generations of school leavers.

1.4 English is however, an impetrtant language of international

communication- Wh re tourists and foreign experts are to be found,
it is commonly pm oyed. rt is widely used in trade. Cairo radio

has news bulletin and commentaries in Englieh, English language,
films are popular, and there is an English language newspaper.

2. Englis within the Educational System

State.education is free at all stages and compulsory at the primary stage,
;

English is not taught at the primary stage. It is introduced as a first
or second foreign language at the preparatory stage when pupils are

approximately 12 years old. The preparatory.course runs for three years
follOwed by a further three years of secondary school for those who
qualify, Pupils who fail to qualify for the academic general secondary

)
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,school can,go to a technical secondary school where English is also taught.

2.1 There are five periods of English a week at the preparatory stage
which amounts to abobt three hours of'effective teaching: At the
secondary stage there are six periods a week in thefirst year.- In the
second year (fifpl year of English) classes divide into literary and
scientific sectionS,Iwith seven and /Six periods a week respectively. In
the third year the literary section has seven and the scientific section
fiveperiods of English a week. Pupils'who take English as,a second
foreign language hilve fewer periods Englishinstruction-of one or two
hours a week isogiven to first year)university students in some faculties.

2.2 In the past Egyptian schools were influenced by the Qritish literary
tradition. During the1950's and 1960's the prescribed reader - generally
a iimplified text of a 'great work' was the central poirlt of he teaching
programme. . Detailed questions were set and the book had to b fully
covered both in linguistic and literiry senses. In 1970/1,911, shift
o.f emphasis wag made towards reading 'the prescribed boOk extensively
for the enjoym4nt of the story. Tht examination no longer poses questiims
on minor defails of plot or character and language matters to such an
extent as formerly, The specially written textbook, 'Living English'
books I to IV pr4sents dialogues orpa'ssages for reading and study followed
by language wofk. Thus there is 1s need to use the prescribed readers
as the mainetsOurce of language teaching,rmaterial in the classroom. The
position is,s0.11 far from satisfactory, however. Ip English Departments,
at the university stage the traditiion is still heavily literary. -Though
courses caned 'Linguistics and 'Phonetics' are undertaken, generally
in the first dr sec4d years of a four-year degree course, they are very
superficial. The continuing literary tradition is particularly damaging
1 the Faculties'of Education where the teachers-Sin-trainingave
i sufficient longuage competeno ce to deal with the novels and playa pres,
ribed. Invariably students have insufficient praatice in speaking the
the language td engaging informal tutorial interchange in-English. So e
change of emp4asis is gradually emerginglas a result of the British Councilr'g
policy of-making appointments under the various aid schemes to concentrate
on English language teaching. Cairo University has instituted a Diploma
in Applied Li4uistics and Ain Shams niversity and Alexhndrili University° ii

are examining proposals for an MA i Applied Linguistics.

ti

2.3 English is an examination subject (either as a firs't or second
foreign language) for the Preparatory School Leaving Certificate at
the age of fifteenandwfor the Secondary School Leaving Certificate
which governs entrance to the university,. In the English- medium schools
an advanced Engli:sh'pdper may be taken which may add a small number of
bonus marks to the aggregate required for university entrance:

2.4 A pass in English in the Secondary Leaving Certificate is a
requirement for university entrance.

2.5 At the preparatory and secondary stages the choice of syllabuses
and textbdoks is centrally controlled by the Ministry of Education.
In the English- medium schools a wider freedom of choice is possible, but

. this is frustrated to some extent by state examination requirements.
University departments of English prescribe texts for themselves (in
the first year often ill-compiled anthologies by departmental staff)
and generally supervise the teaching of English in other departments.
English for these special purposes suffer badly pm lack ef interest
on the pa t ef teachers who have had no -aining and from inappropriate

A / ..rte
course books. el,
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2 :6 The Inspectorate is strongt hierarchical. There is abeah and
six inspectors-Genetal who may e considered roughly-the equivalent of
HMI's. Each of the zones into which the country is divided has a
senior Inspector of English and supporting.secondary and preparatory.'
school Inspectors, 'The zonal Inspectors implement the policy of the
Ministry of'Educa,tion with regard to textbooks, radio and television
programmes, preparation of syllabdses etc. The Dean of the English
Inspectorate and his advisory committee of Inspectors-General
d51.ermine the general shape.o-f, the teaching of English although they
rely on the cooperation of the Under-Secretaries of State in achieving
action and the approval to spend money. In general it may be said
that the Inspectorate_does not Have sufficient status to to fully
effeective as an educational supervisory body.

2,7 There _is an emphasis on the teaching of English for special
purposes ih theSecond and third years of the secondary course, where
materials are used to assist the sci- entific section in employing
English for science. An atteAllat is made to cyClostyle suitable
material for use by university students who are using English for
studying engineering;! Taidicine, etc. Mdst of this work tends to
be gramatically unsystematic and generally pays too much attention
to lists of technical vocabulary. There are plans to increase the
number)af secondary schOols'for commerce, mechanical trades,
industrial skills and agriculture. Atsecondary.technicar school has
been established, with,considerable British help, at Moharrem Bey,`
Alexandria.

2.8 'There are a small number .of commercial schools of English in
Cairo ancF AlcX.andria and-evening classes arc provide¢ in som of the
English-medium schools The Division of Public. Service of the
Americab University. in Cairo ig the largest agency provicting courses
at various leve]s for adults who wish to learn' English. Similar

tra-mural Work is carried out in'Ain Shams University.' and Cairo
iversity. There is an urgent need for more and better facilities

a d it -is to bioped that reputable ptivate schools of English will.
e able to start OperationS;in the near future, following the lead of
InternatiOnal House which now has, an associated school operating.

3. Teaching Cadre

The supply of teachers is very much under strength.particularly in some
of the rural zones. It is, very difficult-to make'reliable estiMates.because
of) the seconding of large numbers of Egyptian teachers to other Arab states.

5.1 Nearly the whole of the English teaching staffvin Government schools
As Egyptian. A handful of VSO "s taught for a few years in 'Engli'sh-
medium schools 'in Cairo and Alexandria; itis now the policy to send
VSO's to Government schools in smaller towns, particularly in the areas
of reconstruction along the Canal;ia very few teach,InFa,culties of
Education. In the English-medium schools a small proportion of the
teachers are foreign some of them being the-British wiveskof Egyptians.

3.2 The staffs of Government secondary schools are-qUalificd either*
by having taken a university degree followed by a one-year postgraduate
course for a Diploma. in Education, or by possessing a degree in an
academicSubject plus educational subjeCts from a Faculty of Education.
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any.of.the'teathers of English at the prepnratory'stnge are not qualified
to teach the subject becauSe they have graduated in such.subjects'as
history,:philosophy, geography or librarianship. Most of the teaChers
required to teach English to the scientific sections in the secondary
"schools are unfamiliar with scientific or technical Ehglign.

303 Most teachers for the preparatory and secondary stages are trained.
in what.were formerly called Higher Teachers' Colleges. ..1tese have now
been absorbed into the Universities of Alexandria, An Shams, Assiut,
Mansoura and Tanta as Faculties of Educafioll. Because of the large numbers
involved, courses tend to be taught in isolated co onents: language,
li-terature, methodology) psycholOIY, philosophy. Te thing practice tikes
place in the third and 'fourth yAr, but this.is not supervised by the
lecturers 4ho'gave the methodology courses,. Many graduAesin English
from Faculties of Arts become teaciiers'in secondary schools. They. are.

, able to Ottain a teaching qualification by part tineattendance at a
Faculty of Education'. The American UniAersity inCairo Offers a Diploma
and an. MA in the teaching of, English as a foreign language but these ,
qualifications still await official recognition. ,A team frilm UCLA is at

present investigating the'possqility of setting up'po.stgraduate courses
at the Faculty of Education of Ain Shams University: An intensive
service training programme is required at' all levels. Coui-ses run by "the

In- Service Trainirlg Centre;'in Cairo and Aligatandria at present reach only
a)minarity of teachers..

3.4 A conference of ,senior inspectors Ald inspectors of English is held
annuaTly. There,nre "technical boards" i? some zones to prepare material
and discuss problems but they meet infrequently.. An Association for the 4
Ttching of EngliSh in the Middle East and North Africai(ATEMNA) was.
established in.Beirut in 1971 but its influence in Egypt so far is

4. Teaching? Materials

At the preparatory-and
isecondary stages thd Ministry,ofEducation 'Prescribes a

course book, "Living English", specially written by Egyptian linguists trained
min structural linguistics in America some years ago. This is widely recognised
to'be inadequate and various proposals to ifleplace it are being considered/
Other books, including supplementary readers, are pr,scribed from time to time
to extend the scope of the course.

4.1 Since "Lfving English" is produced locally there are usually
adequate stocks available. There seems to be little difficulty, Apart
from delaygin delivery, in Obtaining the other books which are mostly
supplied by Longman+. At the university level, there is a serious
shortage of.texts and critical works. British Council and -ODM book
presentations have gone some way to improve the situation. It is

hoped that the recent introduction of the loW-priced book scheme
will be of great benefit. Apart from TV sets and locally produced
books there is a general shortage of ELT material in schools.

4.2 Tie general plattern is towards uniformity in textbooks. . In view

of the inadequacy of 'the course book prescribed there are proposals to 4.
try out other books available on the market.which might be suitable for
the Egyptian situation. long-term solution there is the possibility
that the Ministry of Education may support the preparation of a
specially produced course kook. Several publishing firms have expressed
an interest in helping such a scheme.

- 4
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4.3 -The locally produced "'Living English" is prescribed for all
schools.

4.4 Tapes And filmS are 1ittfe usas except in the In-Service
Training Centre.

4.5 . The Ministry of Education :has Centre for audio-visual
materials but it is seldom usethl B oadcasting studios are being
added to this Celitre. A

5. English outsksle the Educational Sys em

There is an enormous demandtfor Engligh c asses for the general public and
large numbers of students attend classes ffered by the Public Service
Departments of universities. A few of t e 'EnglAsh-medium schools offer
evenipg classes in English: At peesent here are but a handful of small
commercially run'schools. '171teresPhas .een shown by recognised language
schools in Britain and a school associat d'with International House opened
in March 1975. It is hoped that the c rent interest in English for special
purposesill bl,eflected'in the curriculum.

6. British Support for the Teaching of English

6.1

p.1.1 sitish Council st f is as follows:

English Lang age Officer, Cairo

N Educational, 3roadc.asting Officer

(English nguage)",

The Assistant Represanta ilia based in Alexandria has certain ELT
dutieS and reaches at Al xandria University.

6.1.2'. Contract ELT sta f recruited by the British Council
are as follows:

Cairo Unirsity: 2 posts

Ain Shams niversity: 2 p9sts

Alexandria University: 3 posts

In-Servic TrairlIng.Centre, Cairo:
3 posts (one eventually to go td Assiut)

In- Service Training Centre, Alexan ia:

: 1 post

Secondar, Technical School, Moharrem Bey,
Alexan rick: c3 posts

English medium Schools: 4 posts

Four. additional post: (in Ain Shams Univer.sity and the
Ministry Of Educatio ) are projected for .1976.4

.

6.1.3 There-are 14 VSOs teaching English in Government Secondary,
schools, and 4 in u iversities.

.

6.1.4 A number of British women married to -Egyptians teach in\
the American University and the :English-medium Schools.

%gal
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6.2 The key posts are the Advisers to the two In-Service Training Centres,
the university lecturers concerned with teachingE9glish to future
teachers of English (in the Fdculties of Education of Ain Shams and
Alexandria Universities and in the English departments of Cairo University.
and the Women's College), and the.more recently appointed lecturei:s in
ESP at Alexandria University.

6.3 The main ELT activities of British Contract staff are in direct
teaching in teacher-training institutions, advisory work, participation
in courses and materials production (especially or r,dio and TV).

6.4 There are fairly regwjar exhibitions of ELT books and supplementary
readers held at the British Council centre and circulated round Faculties
of Education. ELT courses for secondary school teachers based on the
In-Servi e Training Centres, for which the'British Council recruits
visi g lecturer's, take place twice a year. Educational seminars
usually take place annually for the English-medium Schools. The
Universities of Cairo and Alexandria have recently instituted in-Service
methodology 'tourses for university lecturers which include'an English
Language component.

6.5 Although the main course book prescribed for schools is a local -
production,most other books used at all levels are British. Supporting
taped material' is being increasingly used. BBC series are _broadcast.
The two "View and Teach" series of films are available.

6.6 The English Language Centre of the British Council id in its
second year of operation. It caters particularly for candidates
officially sponsored for TA awards whose English need's imprOving
before they go to Britain. There are also classes for officials who
need English in their daily work.

7. American Support for the Teaching of. English ,

The Gain American activity is centred in the American-University in Cairo
particularly in its English Language Teaching Institute. For three years the
main point of Anglo-American co-operation has been in the Summer School of
Linguistics held at Cairo University for which the British Council recruits
faculty members and provides a specialist library. Close links are p served
with the Ford. Foundation which, however, has tended. to conc i date eeentlY 9n-
sociolinguistic matters..

8. General Statement.

t

The following are the, main weaknesses of t e present situation:

8.1 Teachers. The number who were taught byBritish teachers and
retain a near mother-tongue fluency is dwindling. There is always
a large number of the better teachers on 1.0...an to other 'Arab countries.
Training courses devote too litt,le time to language learning'and the
methVology of language teaching. The supply of adequately trained
teachers has not kept pace with the expansion of tA education. system.

8.2 Curricula. Considerable revision is required in schools and
NhiCh more emphasis needs to be placedon language and

on English for special purposes.

C.
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8.3 Textbook's. Comp e e revision\Or replacement) is essential' in
selectlioi

$.4 Examinations. Traci tiOnal essay-type questions inVolVing an ,
Ienormous amount Of labou in marking ancill inprecise assessments prevail.

An overhaul of the syste is long overdue. '

.

-Efforts to remedy these defects ave been made. Advice on allreievant matters .

is readily available to the Egyp ian authorities (It should be mentioned that
many Egyptian officials are weil aware, of what is Wrong in some'cleses the

remedies are known. 8piit there lar- often formidable sectional or bureaucratic

'Obstacles). The British Council n its own Work and as the agent. of 0DM has
concentrated its efforts on pofe4 d in- service training of teachers and on ESP.
British pGblishers,are willing torsupply books and help in devising tailor-made
courSes. There are signs that_a\rrnewed.American effort in 'certain areas may
be added to our own.. But there is no easy solution and more money and, manpower
are needed. The need for continue and increased support is undeniable.
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With the establishment of an ESP unit i Alexandria University a start has
been made on the investigation of the needs of students in medicine. 'A joint*
project of. the American University and C.
teaching situation in the engineering fa
productd SQMe sample material.

iro University has investigated the
ulties of both universities and


